
SOTC – Syracuse Obedience Training Club presents: 

Tony Gravley 
Two Workshops 

 “Intro to Scent Work” and 
“Building A Source Monster” 

 
Saturday and Sunday, January 15 -16, 2022 

Privates Sessions on Monday, January 17th 
Location: SOTC, 6392 Deere Road, Syracuse, NY 13206 

 

Tony Gravley is the owner and Founder of Next Generation K9, TWG Group LLC.  Tony has over 30 years of 
experience as a trainer instructor, manager and handler of Police and Military Working Dogs.   

Tony’s training plan is directly modified from his years of training professional detection dogs and teams.  The 
bomb dog must have total focus and desire to find odor, solve the problem and locate source. These workshops 
will not only tap into problem solving but give your dog the tools to solve problems and bring out motivation to 
get to source like you have never experienced before!  Desire, Drive and Commitment to get to source will be 
developed through exercises.  More importantly, you understand of the “hows” and “whys” will be clarified to 
make you a more effective trainer after you leave this workshop. Both your training plan and your future trialing 
experiences will benefit from your newly gained knowledge. 

There are two levels of workshops being offered:  

 “Intro to Scent Work” Workshop is for dogs who haven’t started Scent Work Training or who haven’t 
successfully competed at the Novice level.  Tony will be working two, two-hour days with 12 teams.  
 

 The second workshop, “Building A Source Monster,” is for dogs that have succeeded with ORT, Novice 
levels Tony will be working two, two-hour days with 12 teams.   
 

Here are some of Tony’s abbreviated highlights: Owner and Head 
Trainer at Next Generation K9 which holds multiple Government 
contracts such as Department of Defense, US Customs and Border 
Patrol.  Through these contracts, Next Generation K9 provides fully 
trained Patrol Explosive Detection K9s, Single Purpose Explosive 
Detection Dogs, Patrol Narcotics, Detection K9s along with “Green” 
Dual Purpose Canines.  Tony has also conducted countless workshops 
centered on Nose Work/Detection and has been a guest instructor for 
several Police K9 Conferences. Next Generation K9 is averaging over 
100 working dogs a year placed with Government Agencies which 
includes selection, importing and training.  

Tony has also managed and instructed for various groups including protecting the Embassy in Baghdad, Iraq, 
NATO, American and Canadian interests in Afghanistan and Kuwait.  Tony provided training of Explosive/Narcotic 
Patrol Dogs to the Working Dog Courses to include Patrol, Detection and Supervisor course. 

Additionally, Tony has the following credentials: Fully Accredited Master Trainer, United Police Work Dog 
Association; NACSW Nose Work Judge; Active in CNWI Program; AKC Scent Work Expert Judge (highest level for 
AKC judges).  

For more information or to sign up, go to www.sotc.info/scentwork  

 


